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MEET theCREW

Špiro Rakuljić
Captain - Croatian

Špiro Rakuljić is the Captain and owner of the luxurious 40m motor sailer "Anetta." With a family history in the maritime industry
dating back to the early 20th century, Špiro's passion for sailing and cruising runs deep. He holds two Masters degrees from the
Maritime Faculty at the University of Split, providing him with a strong educational foundation in the field. Špiro's career in yachting
began from a young age, spending his summer breaks with his father on various ships. He has worked as a captain on different types of
ships, ranging from 25m to 55m in length, and has recently worked on passenger cruise ships, further expanding his expertise in the
industry. Špiro's qualifications and strengths in yacht chartering lie not only in his technical skills but also in his working ethic and
dedication to showcasing the finest of what Croatia has to offer to charterers. His calmness, eagerness to learn, and excellent
communication with clients are his greatest strengths when it comes to working on a yacht charter. During his leisure time, Špiro
enjoys various hobbies that align with his adventurous spirit, such as traveling, hiking, snowboarding, and fishing. His dedication to guest
satisfaction, enthusiasm for exploration, and commitment to delivering outstanding service make him a highly sought-after yacht charter
captain. With his extensive experience, qualifications, and diverse skill set, Špiro Rakuljić is well-equipped to offer an exceptional charter
experience on his luxurious motor sailer, "Anetta." 
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Mirko Lučin
Engineer
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Mirko is a dedicated engineer on the yacht. Throughout his career, he has been employed in various
companies connected to the sea and maritime industry. These include private cruising companies, public
shipping companies, sailing yacht charter companies, and a public company responsible for yacht and crew
harbor in Trogir. In terms of his strengths in working on a yacht charter, Mirko brings a wealth of experience
as a seasoned seaman, having honed his professionalism during his career on luxurious 50-meter cruising ships
in the Adriatic Sea. He is always open to new challenges and readily adapts to new knowledge and skills
offered by the yachting industry. When it comes to ensuring guests have an enjoyable experience, Mirko
actively listens to their wishes and needs, adapting his approach to maximise their satisfaction during their stay
on board. During his leisure time, Mirko enjoys relaxing, fishing, hiking, and engaging in various household
maintenance tasks and craftsmanship. He is fluent in English and German.
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Dragutin Mandić
Chef - Croatian

Meet our yacht's chef, Dragutin Mandic, a skilled and creative culinary professional with extensive experience
in the field of cooking. He graduated from the Private High School Wallner in Split, Croatia, with a degree in
cooking. Marko is fluent in Croatian and English. Marko has worked with various renowned restaurants and
private yachts in Croatia. He has an impressive background in cooking and is a multi-awarded chef with over
30 medals from international cooking competitions, including being awarded the Best International Young
Chef at Gastromak in 2018. In 2020, he won the senior category at the Biser Mora competition. Previously,
he worked as a Chef de Cuisine on M/Y Nautilus and has provided culinary training to amateur and
professional chefs. Marko is a sociable, approachable, and communicative person who is always eager to
acquire new knowledge and improve his existing skills. He is responsible, organized, and is always ready for
teamwork. He is persistent and can easily adapt to new surroundings. Marko is dedicated to ensuring that
every meal he prepares is a culinary masterpiece and will make your yacht charter experience unforgettable.
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Deckhand - Croatian
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Marin Ivanišević
Deckhand - Croatian

Meet Marin Ivanišević, a Croatian sailor with a passion for the sea and sailing. With five years of experience in
the yachting industry, Marin has worked as a deckhand on a luxury yacht for the past 2 years. Marin holds a
boat skipper license and has good communication skills, with a good level of English proficiency. Marin's
commitment to the job, resourcefulness, and organization are his three greatest strengths when it comes to
working on a yacht charter. He always tries to do the job right and dedicates himself to his work on a yacht.
To ensure the guests have an enjoyable experience, Marin communicates with them, helps them with their
needs, and makes their trip more pleasant. During his leisure time, Marin enjoys fishing and taking his boat out
on the sea, where he can enjoy peacefulness and silence. With his sailing experience throughout the Adriatic
Sea, he can recommend good locations such as nice beaches, restaurants, clubs, and nice places for walks.
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Josip is a deckhand/helmsman on the yacht, bringing a wealth of experience and skills to his role. Hailing from
a Croatian and Australian background, he is a versatile communicator with native proficiency in both English
and Croatian. Having worked in the yachting industry for some time, Josip has been involved with various
types of vessels, including sailing yachts and motor yachts, and even passenger vessels. Josip's three greatest
strengths in the yacht charter industry lie in his ability to work long hours, his attention to detail, and his
adaptability to a structured environment and hierarchy. His dedication to meeting guest needs and wishes
ensures an enjoyable experience on board. During his leisure time, Josip indulges in his hobbies of sailing,
skating, and reading. Additionally, he possesses bartending skills, particularly in cocktail making, which he is
willing to utilize to provide a unique and memorable experience for guests.
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Marino Grčić
Steward - Croatian

Marino is a dedicated and experienced steward with a passion for the hospitality industry. With a strong focus
on delivering exceptional service, Marino has honed his skills in various roles, including assistant waiter,
bartender, restaurant manager, and head waiter. With excellent communication and interpersonal skills,
Marino consistently exceeds expectations and strives for excellence in every aspect of his work. Marino's
attention to detail and ability to multitask allow him to handle various responsibilities simultaneously while
maintaining a high level of efficiency. He is a team player who collaborates effectively with colleagues, fostering
a positive work environment and ensuring seamless service delivery. In addition to his professional skills,
Marino is fluent in Croatian, his mother tongue, and possesses strong language skills in English and German,
with a proficiency level of C1 in both languages. 
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